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Disclaimer
This is not an instructional booklet as there is no one in
existence who could possibly fall into the category of needing
instruction. Hence these utterances offer not a whit of hope to
any for none exist who need hope. Such alone constitutes
declarations of That which Joyously Is. Of a surety, there are no
beings that can come to know That which Is. All that Is—Is
Eternally and Immutably That! Consequently, never are these
utterances advanced as an attempt to change the minds of any
or to divert play acting entities upon the earth-stage from the
visions that each hold in their own heart. Such can never
actually be done anyway even though it may appear to some to
the contrary.
All writings constitute simple statements
depicting the nature of The Earth Drama Divine as related to
Reality Absolute. That which is written obviously is known by
All, for The All is the Sole Eternal Knower.
In these writings, the ego of dream and the so-called
human mind are always synonymous.

The Script
The Mystery of Dreams
And
Two-Stage Cosmic Ascension
What is a dream? Dreams are nothing other than
mini-plays being cast by earthlings within their sleep
state. In such are provided the closest views possible that
unreal earthlings will ever receive of the Realm of the Real.
Within these dreams, dream figures are not born nor do
they age or die. Such are not even seen to go to sleep or to
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awaken as do the earth beings who project them.
Sometimes dream figures do very magical things—such as
flying about and traveling vast distances in a seeming
instant. They are observed lifting extremely heavy
looking objects as though they had the weight of a feather.
They also can appear to manifest most anything within
the very moment. Within these dreams there are no
scenarios depicting unenlightened beings needing to
become so and none as spiritually lost needing to be
saved.
Although these dreams are far from an accurate and
complete picture of the Realm of the Real, such do
constitute as much as role players are capable of
glimpsing during their acting roles within the Great
Cosmic Play. And even though there is the appearance
that earthlings are thus inspired to an awareness of a
Glorious World Beyond—never is it possible for such to
awaken out of the Drama Divine and attain this so-called
Beyond Reality. What does all this mean? Simply this: all
that this Reality Is, It always was and shall forever Be.
Nothing can diminish from such nor be added thereto.
Earthlings are not other then unreal human-like figures
cast for Divine entertainment purposes upon a unique
Cosmic type Screen. Such is the nature of the Grand Divine
Play.
In other words—and in spite of the fact that there is
much chatter amongst dreamers to the contrary—
earthlings have not been designed to awaken to any Reality
Beyond, but instead, they are simply to terminate their roles
as unreal-beings in a make-believe world setting. Each of
these play actors are merely a sort of animated figure and
so constitute only a faint shadowing—in each case—of an
actual Divine God Being or Personality of the so-called
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Reality World Beyond. Obviously, these Cosmic Beings are
entirely unaffected by dream scenarios. Such Infinite Beings
never actually descend, go to sleep, become ignorant or
forgetful, and so never fall into a category of needing to be
awakened, liberated, or saved. It is this Reality World that
is—as through a glass darkly—projected forth in the
earthling sleeping-dream state. Such is the mystery of
dreams.
Additionally, earthlings acting within The Great
Cosmic Dream are portrayed as beings who each display
separate minds all their own—as contrasted to the One
All-Powerful and Everywhere Present Divine Mind. Such
are further pictured as residing within a temporal or finite
body-form and world. Such minds and bodies are as
fictitious as is the so-called material domain that is
perceived as the created reality or dwelling place by all
such. There is never any actual creation! Nothing in the
dream world is real—hence, none actually exist to ever
experience that which appears as good or evil therein!

The Script—

Two Stage Role Termination
And
AD 2012
Besides a profoundly exciting and captivating storyline—all major film productions have a basic
organizational structure:
namely, an attention
commanding beginning section, a main body, and an
impacting ending. AD 2012 corresponds to the Grand
Finale of the Great Cosmic Earth Play. Consequently, all
earth is currently undergoing that which is called—its final
and complete masse ascension.
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In the Cosmic Play Script there is what is referred to
as Role Termination—otherwise termed Ascension. Such
is comprised of two stages. The first of these is described
as a consciousness or mind ascension and the second a
body ascension. Such is the joyous and unique nature of
the Play Divine! At the first stage of role termination the
so-called human mind or ego is said to come to its end—
that is, to irreversibly disappear—vanish! Divine Mind or
Consciousness is henceforth portrayed as the Sole Existent
Mind but residing within and emanating forth from the
apparently unreal remaining body of dream.
This makes the Divine Play very interesting indeed!
For now there is a strange being walking about and
interacting with all other dream beings! Such a being is
like the wind—none can tell from whence It comes nor
where It goes. With such an entity—no multi-minded
dreamer can identify—so unlike them in performance is
he or she!
In other words, at the point of this first stage of role
termination, such play actor now constitutes a Divine
Realistic Force and Presence incorporated into the realm of
the unreal. Additionally, it is the Design Divine that
wherever stage one role termination (or mind ascension)
has occurred, stage two (or body ascension) is guaranteed
and inevitably soon to follow. In this connection it is said
that at the stage one ascension—all so-called body
deterioration such as ageing, disease, etc., etc. entirely
ceases in preparation for the rapidly approaching stage
two ascension event. This means clearly—that for all
having achieved the stage one ascension—there obviously
is no death and burial to be experienced in the dream
world context, as appears to be the case with all so-called
non-ascended or yet sleeping beings. It is the distinctive
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Nature and Design of the Script that this joyous two-stage
role termination be the end destiny for all participating
performers in the closing-act of the joyous Grand Finale of
the Great Cosmic Play.
It is to be particularly noted that unreal dream
minds do not become or are not converted or evolved into
Divine Mind! Nor is the so-called human body to be
transformed or made over into the Body Divine! It is for
this reason that it can never be said of an unreal play
entity, that such is to awaken or become an enlightened or
a God-realized being! The human mind, body, existence,
and world or seeming dwelling place are unreal!
Therefore, there simply is no body or mind to realize or
become anything much less a chaotic material world to be
transformed into a realm of peace! Assuredly—Unreality
never becomes Reality!
Upon role
completion—depicting a fully
disillusioned state of being—all that remains is That
Reality Absolute which always Is—before, during, and
after dream roles and/or Divine Cosmic Plays.
Time date:
May, 2010

The Script
Introduction
So long as an acting entity perceives another as
more enlightened than itself—such cannot escape the
karmic entanglement with sin, sickness, suffering, and
death. Such is the apparent dilemma of so-called ego or
human experience on the finite side of the veil called
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dream.
There is but One Light or Enlightened One—That is
God! All that truly Is—is Blissfully That! Always! Such is
the Joyous order of the Day on the Infinite or Divine Mind
side of the dream veil!
Consequently, and in actuality, there are none in
existence to find Reality or the secret of Such! All that Is—
Is Reality! Always! However, in so far as the makebelieve Cosmic Drama is concerned—in one way alone
can a dreamer be done with a sense of the bogus scenarios
of false self-identity, disease, suffering, and death:
namely, by the total completion of his or her acting role or
the achieving of the so-called stage-one ascension event
within the Great Divine Play. Such succinctly entails the
irreversible disappearance of the dream actor in-so-far as
human consciousness is concerned! (Ref. Ascension Note,
p66)
None ever become free! There are no actual beings
in existence to get free and no freedom to be achieved!
There is only Bliss that is Always Bliss! All who truly
Are—are not different from That!
There are none who ever did or could change their
identity to that of Divine Mind! All there ever Is—is Divine
Mind! Always! Such erroneous notion along with the
dream mind that perceives such will as well be aborted—
on time!
There are none in existence who begin or return to
being in possession of wholeness, harmony, and the
Reality of Blissful Blessedness! Only in dream lingo is
such called an awakening to the Universal Fact that
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he/she never did nor ever could experience a time when
they were not in possession of these bounties! Assuredly
none have ever gone to sleep and therefore there are none
to awaken!
There is not nor have there ever been any in
existence who did or could make the mistake of believing
they can have knowledge of Truth without Being Truth!
All that Eternally Is—Is Truth! There is nothing else for
That which is actual to Be!
So-called dream deliverance is simply a term
applied to the termination of one’s acting role therein!
There are none who dwell in Eternity, nor will there ever
be any who are There as a result of being delivered from a
delusion world! No such one or world exists!
This is not to say that dreamers are delivered by
alteration of beliefs! All beliefs—yea, and the holder of
such, vanish instantly upon the ending of one’s dream
role! In no other way is it said that a dreamer experiences
what is termed deliverance from the world or illusion of
dream! In reality there are none who ever were or could
be delivered from illusion to Reality! There is no actual
illusion and no actual deluded one! Hence, there is no
deliverance! Such is merely more lingo of the realm of the
unreal!
There are none such who could possibly exist who
are in need of piercing through a veil called dream! There
is no such veil! There is only Immutable Bliss!
There are none who ever did or could seek for
Immortality—much less any who could find and enter
Such thereby! There is only Immortality and all that Is—is
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always That!
Divine Mind cannot be found! Such was never nor
could ever be lost by any! Hence, none are there to search
for such! All that Is—is Divine Mind—Time without origin
or ending!
The erroneous belief of separateness, and the
apparent believer in such, both vanish instantly upon the
completion of the dream role! There is no one or thing left
to accept or become God! All that God Is—always was, and
shall forever remain!
There is no outside of the Realm of the Real! And
no such beings who live there!
There are none who are not always timeless Light,
Love, and Life Beings!
There is not, nor will there ever be, any being who
can be taken into the Realm of the Real! There is no
outside the Real! There is only the Kingdom of Spirit
Actuality! All that Exists is always That!
Duality along with the rest of its related silliness is
not really anywhere!
There are none who could possibly exist who are
not immutably abounding in and as the Joyous Bliss of
Eternity!
There is no such thing as our heart and our
Reality—as if they were two! Nor one that constitutes the
door to the other! The hearts of all who Are—Is the Sole
Existing Reality! Always! The idea of medium-ship is
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mute where All is One! And there is no place where the
One is not and does not Reign Alone!
The Acceptance Note
(A translation of dream lingo)
None are there in existence that ever did or could
accept Reality or the Universal God Self to be their very
own Self! This is an utter impossibility! Such would be
tantamount to imagining that Cosmic Truth can be applied
to the Movie of Dream and that unreal or animated screen
figures could—by such dynamics—evolve from a lost and
blind finite created status to becoming God! Obviously,
such could never be the case! All that God Is has forever
been and shall immutably and eternally remain the Same!
It is true—an appearance of this highly admonished socalled acceptance may frequently express upon the Stage
of Dream. However, all who assume such by an act of the
so-called finite intellect do but remain deluded dreamers
still! What is all this saying? It is very simple!
The false-self of the dream—in each and every
case—is designed to eventually terminate its role in the
Earth Play. That is, die to and as its ego-self—both in
mind and body—and thus vanish without a trace! Indeed,
when this is accomplished—absolutely nothing is left to
become or accept something else! This done—all that can
possibly remain in its place is the Always Existent Joyous
Kingdom of the One Cosmic God Self, and the Immutable
Reality of the Only Living Universe!
Of a certainty, all Reality Beings behind every
phantom performer upon the Stage of Earth have always
been and shall eternally remain only That Infinite God-Self
and Boundlessly Joyous Universal Reality!
Assuredly, the Realm of the Real never did nor ever
shall know of any being that could begin to be or return to
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being identified with or as the One Divine Mind and Self!
Hence, the concept of acceptance—throughout this
theme—is invariably indicative of one’s first stage role
termination or the utter disappearance of the fictitious
human mind from the earth-stage of the Great Divine Play.
(For extended treatment regarding this point, Ref.—From
Whence Cometh Teachers of Dream? P66)
There is none but the One Eternal Seer and Knower!
All Things are Immutably what they Are and always seen
and known as Such!
There are none who seek or find the Kingdom of the
Self! All that Is—Is Immutably That!
There is no threshold to the Kingdom of the Real and
certainly none who do but touch the fringes of Eternity!
There is no outside Such Kingdom and certainly none who
are there! There never was or could be an entrance into
Reality nor any who enter Therein!
There are no “high states of consciousness” even in
the dream! There is only progressive disillusionment all
the way to role’s end!
There are none nor could there ever be any who are
Perfect Consciousness who came or began to be Such!
Much less who came to be That through the acceptance of
anything! (Ref. Acceptance Note, p9)
When Perfect Self-hood Is all that there Is—and of a
Truth this is so—then who is there that could possibly be
outside of That to become That by accepting That?
There is no human or material existence to correct!
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There is only the Absolute! There are not, nor could
there ever be any “opposite” considerations to which It
can be contrasted!
There is no death and none to experience or escape
such! The sole manner in which “leave” can be taken from
such dualistic folly—in the context of the dream—is to
complete one’s role in the Cosmic Play. Yea—“leave” is, in
this way, taken from both—dream world as well as
participator therein!
Wholeness and harmony is all that Is! Such is the
only World in Existence!
There are none in existence outside the Spirit World!
There is no “outside” such World!
Letting go of the notion called “duality”, could never
deliver any into the Realm of the Real! There are none
who ever were or could be delivered from a so-called
unreal or make-believe existence into That which is Real
and True! There is no outside of Real and True! And none
who ever did or could live there!
There are none in existence who attempt to apply
Truth to something “other” than Truth! There is nothing
other than Truth!
There are none who did ever or could ever turn from
a world of finite mind illusion and commence to hear the
Voice of God! No such beings ever have or could exist! It
is impossible for any to “begin” to hear Spirit when there
is Only Immutable Spirit!
It is utterly impossible for any to begin to have the
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Light of Eternity glow within their heart! Light of Eternity
is all there Is! All that Is—Is Immutably That!
There are none who ever did or could find
themselves commencing to drink of Living Waters! All
who do such have eternally done so! All who truly Are not
merely drink of Such, but immutably constitute These
Everlasting Waters!
The Cosmic Dream is where the One does—by
proxy—impersonate as the many—the Real as the unreal,
etc., etc.
Should one dreamer be persuaded by another to
“switch beliefs” and let go the idea of “another” mind and
existence outside of God—such is destined to remain only
a dreamer still! The only change, which was here made, is
in belief! Such belief alteration will now cause the ego of
dream to parade around the illusion world professing to
be some sort of holy man/woman—where previously,
such was characterized as a being in search of deliverance
or God! This dream entity—asleep still—but now said to
be in greater delusion—will age, continue being subject to
disease, grow feeble and eventually die as do the so-called
unbelieving drunkard and murderer within the illusion of
dream!
The sole “change” that effectually terminates the
illusion of separate mind, body, and world, is the
irreversible completion of one’s role within the Cosmic
Dream! Firstly, with a stage-one or Consciousness
Ascension, soon to be followed by the stage-two or Body
Ascension Event! Here, or as an apparent result of such,
there is no so-called physical death nor burial to be
experienced whatsoever within a three-dimensional or
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phenomenal world context! The play actor—mind, body,
and world, is simply reabsorbed back into and as That
Divinity—from which the actual Light Being represented
thereby—never really left! Jesus, Babaji, St. Germain, and
multitudes of others constitute examples in point! (Ref.
Ascension Note p66)
There are none who began to experience “freedom”
which, at one time, didn’t know such! There are none who
dwell “outside” of Reality! Divine Play Acting Light Beings
are simply filling Cosmic Movie roles by proxy! This
means plainly, that they are not, in actuality, bopping
around in a phenomenal world setting on the Divine
Movie Screen! Never could such role activity actually
remove these Divine Beings from the Realm of the Real!
This is impossible! There is no actual place apart from the
Realm of the Real! This Realm Is All! Always!
Admonishment—no matter what its source—is only
and always delusion! Such is the way of the pretend
Cosmic Play! Real Beings never know lack! Such Always
Are Abundance! They are not merely the Supplier, but as
well, All that is Supplied! Besides This there is nothing!
Is one here attempting to admonish or apply Truth to
the unreality of dream? Impossible! Such is alone dream
folly! There simply are none to take—much less is there
anything to get!
There are none in search of fulfillment of desire!
There is no finite existence! The ego of dream that
masquerades as a so-called “truth” seeker is but a subtle
impostor! Always! Its only destiny is to utterly dissolve
so that in its place may appear That which Immutably Is
All!
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When the dream ego role ends—so also does the
self-centered and manipulative personality portrayed as
that ego! All that’s left is Omni-present and Immutable
God! There never was, nor could there ever be, any in the
Realm of the Real who are There as a result of “accepting”
and “believing” in Such! No such one ever did or could
exist!
There are none who ever did or shall “begin” to
identify themselves as Reality and thus enter into the
Kingdom of the Real! Reality Beings Are Immutably Such!
Besides This there is nothing!
There is not a chance that a so-called “undeluded
being” becomes such by virtue of “belief change”! There is
no deluded being! And there is no undeluded being!
Heaven Is Everyone!
Who—pray tell—could possibly inherit a Kingdom
which they Always Immutably Are?
When the ego of dream is dead—so to speak—there
is only and ever the Voice of God—and the Reality Being
behind each acting dream ego Is Immutably That!
The final confession of the unreality of one’s self as a
being of separateness is typical of approaching dream role
termination—and with the ending of the role comes the
end of him or her who confessed such!
There is nothing for any to understand! For there
are none who are not Always the All-Knowing One!
Immutably!
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All dreamers who appear either to refuse to identify
themselves as the One Alone—or to accept by persuasion
the same identification—are both in the same sinking
boat! That which proceeds from dream mind is subtle
deception only! Dream roles ended—there is Only The
One! All Are Immutably That! Apart from unreal or makebelieve dream roles—there is nothing else to Be or Being
All that Is! There is only Immutable Reality and Truth! All
that Is—Is That!
Here—there is no sinking boat! There
is no “actual” sinking boat anywhere!
The idea of “revelation” so-called—is but another
door to disillusionment! There is no such revelation that
delivers so-called unreal dream beings into The Kingdom
of Oneness! This is not possible for play-acting dreamers!
There is only role termination! Such alone brings a
permanent ending to personal thinking as well as to him
or her who practiced such! Divine Beings—symbolized by
proxy in the Play by Dream egos—did never nor could
ever depart from the Realm of the One! All that Actually
Is—is not other than or different from That!
Teacher dreamer admonishes student dreamer: “give
your allegiance to God”! Woe to the dreamer who dances
to this uncertain drum! All such are destined only to
continue trying to believe and become something that
they are not! This too shall utterly pass!
Dreamers could live ten million life-times and still
never be capable of reaching toward anything Real with a
love and devotion that is sacred! Role termination is the
sole door to the end of such thoughts—as well as he or her
who thinks or has entertained them!
Those whose waters fail not—have never failed!
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There are only Eternal Beings in existence! The One is
always Alone! To Such there never was or could be a
second or opposite!
The All-Seeing eyes of Eternal Beings were never—
nor could they ever be in a blinded state needing to be
opened! There are not nor have there ever been any eyes
that “begin” to be open to see Reality and Perfection!
Besides the All-Seeing and Omnipresent Eyes of Infinite
Being—there is nothing!
However, after the exercise of a “sublime faith” and a
so-called “acceptance” of The Divine Perfection to be one’s
own—the painful dualistic separateness remains still with
such a “belief altering” dreamer—more subtle now than
ever! Dreamers do not eliminate the unreality of dream
by “belief shifts”!
This is accomplished solely by
irreversibly completing one’s Cosmic Dream role! In
other words, the dreamer eliminates the unreality of
dream by the entire elimination of his or her very own self
as such in the context of a dream role ended! This done—
it is clear that no Divine Being ever eliminated anything
that was actual or non-actual! But this is always clearly
known whether the dream role is still on or completed!
There is Only and Always Clarity in Eternity! There are
none to ever become clear about anything!
There is no secret to Reality and none by whom such
a thing is to be found! Reality of Bliss is all there ever Is!
All Beings Always Are That!
Infinite Being needs no convincing of anything, for
never has It nor ever could It shift from one reality to
another! Indeed, none are there to perform any such
convincing! Reality is One without a second!
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For obvious reasons—the term “realization” or “selfrealization” is mute in the Kingdom of the Real! Because
so-called blinded dreamers can never “become” the Light
of the Universe—never can it be said that one finds itself
to have become enlightened or to “be” Reality—God!
There are none now, nor will there ever be any, that
should or will see in spiritual illumination—Reality as It
Is! There are none who actually desire to be aware of
Such! Dreamers only think such during their earth role
until they vanish at role’s end and so come to think no
more!
Never is there a case where any Divine Being—and
there are naught but Divine Beings in existence—must or
needs to come face to face with Its own Self! For never
has It not been Such nor forgotten that It was!
It is impossible for any to ever come or begin to see
that God is his or her own Perfect Self! No such “any”
exists!
Between a dream ego and God—no such road, travel,
or distance exists! Yea—and the entirety of one’s dream
role can never form a part of the Real and Actual! There is
only a false sense of “leaving all” from the perspective of
dream! Beyond the make-believe role of dream, no one
ever left anything in order to attain or achieve something
else! Of a Truth—there is no actual “beyond” any realm!
There is no “we must” or “we should” in the Realm of
The Real! There is only—“We Are”!
Love and God are Always One!
Immutably That!
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All that Is—Is

Who—in all the Realm of the Real—could ever be
found admonishing another to “make no personal effort to
do or to create anything”? There—such consciousness is
unknown—yea, non-existent!
And for certain, the
Consciousness of the Real knows naught of applying the
Truth which It Immutably Is—to a non-actual domain of
illusion or a make-believe play of dream!
There is no finite personality and no illumined one—
that is, one who has become illumined!
One of the dream can only think to use “Truth” as a
mental practice instead of experiencing It by Being It! But
Truth is never comprehendable by dreamers—much less
could such be applied to their so-called “problems” of
phantom existence! And truly—none did ever or could
ever “commence” to experience Truth as a Living Reality!
Personal thinking is alone eradicated by the
eradication of the dreamer upon role termination!
Heart as well as intellect, in the dream, is to be
dashed asunder! That is, a dreamer is said to not be
finished with all apparent unreality until such is no more,
or completes its Cosmic Dream Role!
Dreamers do not become God nor win Heaven by
forsaking the mind and resorting to the heart! Reality
Beings beyond and behind the dream roles—Always Are
God! Beyond the non-actual Divine Movie there is naught
in existence but God! God and Heaven Are One!
None ever “begin” to know that God is his or her
True Self! Dream roles simply cease—that’s all! There is
nobody to ever begin to know or to “realize” anything!
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There is no such thing as “realization”! There is Only AllKnowing God, that is, Originless and Endless Reality!
The only achievement there is—which is a mindless
and effortless one—is role termination in the dream! All
actors and actresses always do this automatically and on
time! Can one (in the dream) even begin to imagine that a
certain film star, would—by some strange act of its own
will—terminate his or her acting role prematurely within
the movie while such was being projected onto the
screen? Never—is the only answer! Much less a Divine
Actor or Actress within the Grand Cosmic Play!
Should a dreamer be persuaded to be “willing” to
depart from the sense or belief of “otherness”—the same,
continuing in a human existence as a finite mind, would
remain steeped in the realm of “otherness” still! One is
the way out of “otherness”—namely, to terminate the
Cosmic Film role of “otherness”! Teachers and pupils
alike are always functioning on cue in the dream! Nothing
is out of time or place within the Divine Production! Full
and entire disillusionment is the end of the path for all
dreamers! All get there on time! This—in Dream lingo—
may be referred to as “coming home.” But truly, a coming
home to Where none have actually ever left!
Fun and nonsense is the underlying nature of the
dream! Unreal beings hear no voices from the Realm of
the Real—not now or ever!
There are none who ever did or will come to
understand that God’s demands are simple! Much less
any to obey such! No such demands or beings exist!
Role termination is programmed into every actor
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and actress of dream, that is, in the Script Divine on behalf
of all such! None are there to hinder or hasten this unique
event for either themselves or another! The course of
action of all who have terminated their roles in reference
to dreamers still immersed in such—is summed up as
follows: “It is expedient for you that I go away”! The
utterance of these words indicated that he who was called
the “mortal” Jesus, had entered the cocoon of
Consciousness Ascension! (Ref. Ascension Note, p65).
Jesus, as an acting dream ego, was never to be any longer
present! That is, the first stage of role termination was for
him totally accomplished! Henceforth, all teaching and
healing activity by him was no more! For that mind which
saw and treated ignorance and imperfection was no more!
Once again, none can hinder or hasten this role
termination for another, nor for their self! Those said to
have experienced such termination—that is, the actual
God Being behind the dream role—always know that he
or she never did nor ever could actually experience any
such thing as a temporary existence within an unreal
world! And of course, there are none who lack this
knowing!
All having terminated their roles in the dream know
(as the Divine Knower which remains) that such was not
caused by their so-called “willingly and rejoicingly
surrendering”! This event is alone the result of prescheduled or scripted and designed role termination!
There is nothing a dreamer can do or think to cause his or
her role to terminate! A positive identifying mark
programmed into all dreamers that signals role
termination is near at hand—is an inner driving desire to
entirely detach or come completely to the full end of
“doing” and “thinking”! This includes the thought or
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notion of willingly and rejoicingly surrendering or
vigorously trying to let go of “otherness” mentality!
There are no Divine Beings who apply Truth to
illusion! That is, contrary to the notions projected by
dreamers—Truth is never applied to the realm of makebelieve for the central reason that It knows that there is
nothing therein that is real, and therefore of a critical or
urgent nature to which It needs to be applied!
There are none who receive knowledge through
“illumination”! Role termination comes not in this way!
All dreamers are destined to “effortlessly” “leave all”
behind them—including their erroneous self—as they
approach the time of their automatic role termination in
the dream! And certain it is that role termination comes
not as a result of leaving all these erroneous notions and
practices behind! But rather, all is automatically left as a
result of the internal programming within every
performing artist of the Play! This is why the words:
“leave all and follow me”—mean less than nothing to a
dreamer—that is, in so far as putting such into practice is
concerned! No dreamer—in a million life-times—could
leave all by his or her personal willingness or human mind
effort! Such is impossible! By virtue of the innate
programming alone and only at the pre-selected moment
is this possible!
A Crystal Clarification—
Deliverance (Role Termination) Solely
By Cosmic Script Fact—Not By Finite Mind Act
Despite the incessant beat of drummers of dream
(blind leaders of the blind) to the contrary, so-called egomind termination comes alone by cosmic cuing at the
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precise timing prescribed in the Divine Play Script. This
is to say plainly that by no means is such awarded to the
strongest in faith, the mightiest in devotion and personal
effort, nor to the most fervent in prayer, meditation,
fasting, or study of so-called holy writ. Neither is it the
reward of the most diligent worker in that which is called
the cause of God. There is no being born on the “right”
side of the tracks here!
Such beliefs transform dreamers into nothing other
than frenzied “spirit” zombies, who—due to entertaining
feelings of spiritual superiority to others—seem
consistently
bent
on
passing
judgment
and
condemnation—if not in word then simply by subtle
action—upon their fellow men. Such always think they
must work, pray, study, affirm, and believe harder and
harder—as is induced by unsatisfied and disturbing inner
emotions and by constantly comparing themselves one to
another. So distorted and pathetic is such a course! Even
the so-called weak totally despair of hope in the face of
such heartless and odious demonstrations!
Be it known both far and near—that cosmically
timed or pre-designed story-mind termination constitutes
the sole way of cessation from all perceived struggle in the
phenomenal world of sin, sickness, belief, ageing, and
death! That is, when the mind to which adversity is the
sole reality is dissolved, so vanishes the entirety of its
imperfect world. Never again is such to rear its ugly head
to perpetuate its falsehoods and sufferings upon the stage
of dream! Divine Mind alone does henceforth express via
the so-called liberated body as such awaits the joyous
body ascension or disappearance event. During this
unique interim period such a body stands entirely exempt
from the dream delusions of ageing, disease, and that
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which is called death. Consideration may here be given to
the casting out of the money-changers from the temple of
stone at Jerusalem.
The irreversible renunciation of and detachment
from all notions that the man of dream can do or think
anything to affect the permanent escape from the
menacing thralldom of the unreal—is always—and by
Divine Decree—the final penetrating despairing
awareness sensed immediately preceding the mindtermination of all actors upon the Play Stage of Dream.
This is to say plainly, that that which is called
unconditional surrender is programmed into every dream
actor in the Grand Play. Such is otherwise termed—role
termination stage one and may also be referred to as
awaking out of the illusion of dream.
Hence, and moreover, role termination consists of
two stages—the first being the dissolve of the so-called
human mind wherein such is irreversibly swallowed up by
the Mind Divine. And stage two which accomplishes the
utter disappearance of the so-called superimposed or
shadowy physical or material body. Such is said to be reabsorbed back into the Divine Substratum or Body of
Living Light. Wherever the first stage occurs the second
stage termination is guaranteed to soon thereafter be
achieved.
Prior to the first stage event—it is briefly
entertained on the part of the dreamer—that such can and
must precipitate this grand achievement by the decisive
action of its very own so-called human finite will. Such
erroneous idea is as well pre-designed or role-scripted
into every so-called performing artist of the Play. But in
as much as this appears to be so—it is not at all the case.
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As touched upon above—the sole reason or cause
for the dissolving of the ego-mind or stage one role
termination, which is synonymous with unconditional
surrender, is that the precise Timing for such—in each
individual case—has arrived in the Great Cosmic Play
Script and Scheme of Events.
All performers in the Movie Divine—bar none—
are—during the final closing act—destined to experience
this wondrous combined event on time. This is the same
as saying that upon the vanishing of the two-part unreal
shadow of dream—only the Divine Reality Being behind
each actor does—in a dream sense—come prominently
into view—first in Mind and then at a soon subsequent
time—in Body. Of course, never is there even a single
moment when these Divine Light Beings are not always
basking in the Bliss of Reality Absolute—which they, each
one, Immutably Are! However, it is certain, dreamers
never have been nor ever shall be capable of bringing
about such a glorious cosmic event by any thought, choice,
or action of their own. What an incredibly joyous Divine
Movie!
But just here, we have an apparent paradox going
on. For, although such surrender is not possible by a socalled human will or mind, neither does stage-one
termination transpire without a seeming intense resolve
on the part of the dreamer to accomplish such surrender.
Certain it is that this acute conscious desire to commence
putting forth every conceivable effort for will surrender—
is owing alone to one unique consideration. Such is
always the sure result—and never the cause of the fact
that the Universal Timing for such mind-dropping is
drawing very near. It’s all in the Divine Programming!
Such is the Way of the Divine Cosmic Play! This is in
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explicit accord with the following concepts: “not mine, but
Thy will be done.” And, “I, of mine own self (as an ego of
dream) can do nothing.” And, “none can come unto me
except the Father draw him.”
The primary reason why dreamers are incapable of
making this surrender is due to the fact or nature of the
Play Production—namely, that all acting entities upon the
Play Stage Divine—even though from a Story-mind
prospective appearing otherwise—have been designed
and projected as unreal beings—very similar to what are
called animated figures associated with earth movies. And
although it appears that dreamers can rationally reason
from cause to effect—this is not really the case either—as
will be illustrated shortly.
Also, it may be of interest to note that the ultimate
surrender herein discussed is not at all about an unreal
human mind yielding itself up to God, and thus becoming
transformed into a so-called holy mind. But instead, this is
merely symbol language indicating its very own
irreversible death! This—no ego-mind can authentically
become interested in nor is it capable of accomplishing
such. This brings more clarity as to why it requires a
Divine Cosmic Script Fact rather than a finite mind act to
achieve such an event.
Immediately following the so-called story or stagemind termination, it is clear, as ever it has been in the
Mind Divine, that the human will has less than nothing to
do with bringing about such Glorious Event.
Dream drummers have apparently misconstrued
this factor and so have harped ceaselessly about the
necessity of dreamers to strive with every effort of their
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being to make the total surrender. These drummers teach
that when the human will-effort is combined with or
strengthened by the power of God—such total surrender
is then possible. However, in this teaching no mention of
or allowance is made for the irreversible disappearance of
the human mind nor of such being replaced by the
Omnipotent Mind Divine. Therefore, all such teaching or
attempts to apply or manipulate “Truth” within the realm
of dream, is rendered worthless and consequently
reduced to utter folly!
Obviously, the surrender described by these
teachers of dream is alone in reference to the human mind
yielding itself to God in order that such may be rendered
capable of working in harmony with God. This is an utter
impossibility! Indeed, such teaching is a great distortion!
Assuredly—there is absolutely nothing that ever did or
could actually exist outside of God that constitutes discord
with the Eternal World. All that actually Is—is Immutable
Oneness and Boundless Joyous Perfection—Timelessly
infused with Glorious Eternal Harmony! Besides This there
is nothing! Hence—to advance the idea that something is
out there—apart from the Blissful Unification of the Whole
which seeks to become harmonious with the Same—is
simply a nonsensical echo from the bogus realm of the
unreal!
Moreover, in such a scenario—Self-realization does
amount to nothing more than a mental or intellectual shift
by the dream mind from one belief factor to another. Such
is a prime example of so-called human reasoning within the
illusion of dream! Hence—the apparent perpetuation of
death and re-embodiment within the realm of makebelieve! The end destiny of many a so-called great and
apparently enlightened sage—viewed as such only via
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some greatly inferior distorted and limited standard—has
revealed clearly that creeds born of illusion mentality are
powerless to deliver one from the tenacious claims of that
which is called—death and the grave!
However, all devices of this nature simply
constitute more dream tools designed to accomplish the
full and final disillusionment or un-doing of all so-called
actors within the Grand Movie Divine.
Only upon the occurrence of the stage-one event is
it clear that such is invariably associated with the final
sense where stage performers acknowledge the utter
futility of—and therefore abandon all human effort and
thinking to achieve such a surrender. And as well does
such thought abandonment include the notion of a socalled hell to shun and a heaven to win. In plainest
language, no ego of dream evolves into a God Being—
much less is such transported into a place called heaven!
The Reality Being behind each and every Play acting
shadow being not merely always is in Heaven—but does
indeed constitute all the Boundless Joyousness that
Heaven Immutably Is!
In the final analysis—the sure signal to performing
screen-beings that their specific Time has arrived for the
dissolution of the non-mind, is the fact that such find
themselves having entirely dismissed and detached from
every last notion that they can do ought to break loose
from the apparent iron-clad shell of dream! Of a certainty,
total disparagement invariably immediately precedes the
irreversible disappearance of the mind of dream. Without
a question—it is always the darkest just before the
glorious dawn! This is not to say that a glorious dawn
awaits the disintegrated ego of Dream! Never could such
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be the case! The Reality Beings back of all dream egos are
That Radiant Light which never sets nor dawns!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------There is no self-revelation—never has been—never
will be!
There are none who began to be the Eternal GodSelf by turning away from grief and turning to God! There
is no “your” to let the Pure Holy Self completely absorb its
attention! God alone Immutably Is! There are none who
did ever or could ever become This Infinite God Self—
Period!
Role termination achieved, grief—together with he
or she who seemed to experience such—has vanished!
None can ever get permanently free from so-called
dream pain by switching beliefs! There are no beings to
actually get free from anything! Pain and bondage are
nonexistent! (Ref. Acceptance Note, p9)
Unfortunately—but really fortunately—a dreamer
who is persuaded to accept God as his or her Perfect
Self—will not thereby be released from the grief and pain
of the dream world!
It is alone in a dreamer’s perspective that such a
thing as “false identification” is needing to be changed or
terminated! Apart from the illusion role of dream—the
ideas of false or true identification have no reality or
meaning! There is no such thing as “false” which has an
opposite called “true”—much less are there any actual
beings struggling to be free from the one to attain the
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other!
No one ever did or could withdraw from
appearances in the dream at the bidding of someone
else—namely, a fellow dreamer! There are none to
withdraw and nothing from which to withdraw! “Effort
stimulating” within the dream is rampant by one dreamer
to another—such tends to one purpose alone—the
perfecting of disillusionment for all! Such activity is never
apart from or contrary to the pre-design of the Script
Divine!
When one in the dream is intensely driven to turn
completely and irreversibly away from all voices of
apparent spiritual instruction (including their own)—
such are thereby being signaled—their role termination is
very near at hand!
No one ever did or could “enter” into Reality as the
Self Itself!
There are none, nor will there ever be any who did
or will begin to rejoice that the Infinite includes them! All
that Is—Is Immutably That! Always!
None are there who ever did, can, or will lose
consciousness of dream things and gain consciousness of
That which is Real and Actual!
Glory has no price! And there are none in existence
who did, can, or will pay such a thing to obtain It! All that
Is—Is Eternally That!
There are none nor could there ever be any who are
“outside” of the Self needing to switch identification to
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Such!
No one ever did or could arrive at Ultimate Reality!
And certain it is that none are there to arrive at Such as a
result of ceasing to identify as a personal or so-called
human consciousness!
The Dream role terminated—it is clear—that is, the
clarity remains as ever It Is, that there never were nor
ever could be any who actually needed to be delivered,
enlightened, switch from false to true beliefs/identity,
leave all, search after God and Heaven with all the heart,
inquire—“Who am I?”, meditate, pray, go on pilgrimages,
practice honesty, truthfulness and peacefulness, read and
devotedly study “holy books”, seek Reality, accept Divine
Perfection and Consciousness to be theirs, believe in
Oneness, shun evil and cling to the good! All such is only
the unreality of Cosmic Dream!
Each dreamer is
programmed to eventually throw all of the above,
including its unreal self, to the wind—so fully
disillusioned with such does he or she become! Such is
the unique nature of role termination in the dream! This
termination done—none remain to evolve, awaken, or
ascend from one reality to another! All that Ever Is—Is
Love and Perfection Absolute! All that Is—Is Everlastingly
and Immutably That!
Hence:
“There is in Truth no creation and no destruction, no one is
bound, no one is seeking liberation, no one is on the way to
deliverance. There are none delivered. This is the Absolute
Truth.”
(The primary essence of the Upanishads—The Collected
Works of Ramana Maharshi, by Arthur Osborne, p172)
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Entities of the Real—besides which there is
nothing—never did or could fall into the category of
“creatures and things”—as relating to the make-believe
dream notion of “created beings”!
Here—which is
Everywhere—All
is
Joyous
Originlessness
and
Endlessness! Always! There never was nor ever could be
any actual so-called “creation”!
It is not possible to enter Reality! It is only possible
to Eternally Be Reality! None ever did or could enter or
re-enter the Realm of the Real by changing their beliefs!
All who are in Eternity have ever been in and have
constituted Such! There is not in existence any who are
outside Eternity seeking to get in! All actors in the Cosmic
Movie—having completed their roles—are only said to
“awaken as God”—even the One who never actually slept
or played a role of ignorance therein! Simply said—
Beings who never went to sleep in a dream world—never
need to or can experience awaking therefrom!
There are none in existence to “accept” Reality!
There are only those who Are Reality! (Ref. Acceptance
Note, p9)
There are none to comprehend the Perfect
Manifest! There is only the All-comprehensible Perfect
Manifest!
There is
Identification!

naught

but

Absolute

Being

or

There is only the Real! And the Real—in part or in
Its entirety—never “became” the Real! It is impossible
that the Real could Be other than the Real!
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The Real does nothing to experience That which It
Immutably Is! The Real is Always Automatic and
Effortless Joyous Bliss!
The idea that a dreamer should and can “accept”
God to be his or her Perfect Self is as much sheer folly as a
dreamer “accepting” a person, entity, book, or church,
thinking to be thus guided and directed to God, Truth, and
Heaven! All that God, Truth, and Heaven Is—Is All that
God, Truth, and Heaven always were and Eternally shall
remain! Nothing can be taken away from Such, and
certain it is that nothing can be added Thereto! Besides
This—there is nothing!
The one Consciousness in existence never needed
to be “open” to know and experience Its Glorious Self!
There is no unreality to which Truth can be applied!
The Realm of Truth stands Alone without a second! No
part of the Absolute ever “began” to be Such! Therefore,
the term “seeking instruction of the Absolute”—is less
than senseless!
There are none to acquire knowledge!
And
assuredly none to gain certainty about anything thereby!
The One is All-Knowing! Always! There is nothing other
or besides the All-Knowing One! All that Actually Is—Is
That! None are there to ever transit from ignorance to
being the All-Knowing One!
There is no liberation and none to be liberated!
There are none to “enter” the Perfect State! All who
Are That State have Immutably been Such! Such will
Eternally remain the Same! Besides This—nothing is!
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Hearts in the foreground or background makes no
difference to dreamers! Such do not see or know Truth—
much less are they capable of applying It anywhere!
It is clear upon role termination that never was
there one who did or could awake to Life from an unreal
sleep of dream! This is not saying that any needed role
termination to be clear on anything! There are no such
ones in existence!
There is no one to ever be taken out of darkness
into the Light of God! There is no darkness, nor beings of
such!
There is not “two”—an unreal dreamer and God—
The Absolute! There is only the Absolute and all that
Exists is Immutably That!
Beyond or aside from the realm of dream—the idea
of departing from all that is of human mind in order to
switch over—and commence identifying one’s self
completely with and as the Real and Divine—is total
nonsense—void of meaning! There is no one in existence
to make such transition!
Woe to dream drummers and to all who dance to
their beat! All dreamers are destined to get to the end of
this too! That is, both teacher and pupil alike shall role
terminate on time! Obviously, there is no actual “woe” to
anyone!
There are no non-ultimate beings in need of seeing
anything!
Certainly there are no such to thereby
“become” Reality Beings!
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There are not—never have been, nor ever will be—
any who do not Immutably Rejoice in their Self as the One
who Is All-Understanding and the All-Loving Being!
It is utterly impossible that boundless illumination
would come swiftly and unexpectedly to any! All that Is—
Is Always That!
Assuredly, Truth cannot be applied to an unreal
illusion entity and so cause such to remember that he or
she is God! Never can this be! Such is beyond absurd!
Illumination comes to no one! That which is Light
and Truth has Forever been Such and will Eternally
remain the Same! There are none who are It because they
became “fitted” to receive and be It!
When it is finally seen that there are no steps out of
illusion into Reality, it is said that the signal is thereby
received that role termination is near at hand! There is no
out of illusion and into Reality for anyone! There is simply
the finishing of a play role—throughout the entirety of
which the Reality Being behind each actor has ever
remained the One who never actually experienced any of
the things of Dream!
Indeed, and contrary to
appearances—dreamers being unreality their selves—
experience nothing!
When one finishes their dream role or dies to the
phantom reality—the entity who thought ever so much
and exerted such great effort to become awake,
enlightened, delivered, etc., from the so-called bondage of
ignorance, mortality, and a so-called material existence—
has as well died! Vanished! All that remains as ever It
Is—Is the One who everlastingly has Been, and Eternally
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shall remain—even, the Boundless Life, Light, Peace, and
Love of All that is Real, Actual, and True!
In plain
language, The One behind the make-believe dream entity
who is therein portrayed as the one completing its earth
role Is That! Always has been That! And forever shall
remain only That!
For there never has been nor ever
could be—in actual existence—anything other than That
for anyone or thing to Be!
There never has been nor ever will be any to
“accept” the Radiant Perfect Self as their real and true self!
The Radiant Perfect Self knows naught of any such
acceptance! All that is contained in this Joyous Self has
never nor could It ever depart from being That which
Immutably Is! Besides the Radiant Perfect Self—there is
nothing! In order for the “Real God” to be “found” it would
necessitate that there be beings apart from God—who
either never knew or temporarily lost God! Such phantom
beings are non-existent! All that Is—is God! Always!
Dream drummers seem to be forever beating their
delusionary drums! This too—in each and every case—
will cease on time!
All that Is Perfection has always been Such and shall
Forever remain the Same! The idea of an obstacle in one’s
way to this Perfection is non-existent in the only existing
Reality! All Beings in Existence Are This Perfection—
Everlastingly and Immutably!
There are none who ever did or could “accept” and
so become the Absolute Self! All who Are the Absolute
have always been Such and will remain likewise Forever!
Naught else exists!
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No one ever did or could “begin” to be Blissed out in
and as the Heights of Divine Ecstasy! All that Are That—
and naught else exists—have Eternally been Such!
There are none who have lost sight of anything!
And there is no “true” teaching!
Loss of the phantom dream ego is role termination!
Following such—there is nothing left to “find” anything!
There is only That which Eternally Is!
There is no one to “find” their true life! All who Are
Life—and there is nothing in existence that is not Life—
Eternally and Immutable have been Such! This All shall
Eternally remain the Same!
Dreamers identify as their phantom or personal
sense of self for no other reason than that the Cosmic Play
is thus Designed! Role ending simply signifies the
disappearance of the dream and the false-self thereof!
This includes the so-called finite mind which is said to
make and sustain such identification! All that remains is
That which Always Truly Is! This is why it is said in the
dream—that dreamers are as well to seek to detach
entirely from all outcome—even the so-called Utopia that
is imagined to exist at the final end of their earth path!
The meaning of this is clear! There is no such future
outcome for dreamers, for there is no future and there are
no actual dreamers! All that constitutes Heaven or
Eternal Bliss—and there is nothing in actual existence
which does not consist of Such—never departed from this
Divine State! That is—all Light Beings behind each and
every Dream actor—Are Eternally That!
Even the
slightest interruption or deviation from This Constant
Joyous Life is utterly impossible! Hence, the notion of
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someone achieving or returning thereto is but an empty
idea of dream!
There is no darkness to be illuminated! There is no
“him” or “her” that begins to have or to be Divine Might,
Majesty, and Glory!
The Lord God is all there Is! Such Always Knows
precisely who He and She Is!
There are none to turn about!
deliverance!

There is no

There is no failure and there is no success! There is
only Joyous Originless and Endless God! All that Is—Is
That—obviously!
To value Life or not to value It is never an issue or
consideration in that Realm where All there ever Is—Is
Joyous Life! There is no other realm!
There never were or could be any who take
“refuge” in their Eternal Being! Naught but Immutable
and Joyous Eternal Being Is!
There are none in existence to make an absolute
surrender—much less achieve an Absolute attainment
thereby! There is naught to be shunned or gained in the
only World that Is!
The Self—apart from which there is nothing—
never has difficulty abiding in and as Its Self!
None will there ever be to receive or take, the
Divine Reality as their own!
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Absurd—are the drummers of dream and all who
are seemingly distracted thereby! However, such is
simply apparent distraction which is certain to pave the
road to utter disillusionment and Joyous role ending!
There is no part of a dreamer—including the
“heart”—which loves the Real as It Is! When the dreamer
is gone—only the Real remains as ever It Is! And truly,
the Real remains regardless of whether dreamers are
role-playing or not! All Divine Beings projected as roleplaying by proxy in the illusion of dream Are That!
Always!
None who always Are the Real—never have an
occasion to require being reminded that they are Such by
a “someone else” who is said to imagine that they forgot!
Indeed, there are none who actually exist that imagine
that Divine Beings can in some way forget their Glorious
Immutable and Eternal State!
There is no hidden mystery! Upon first stage role
termination—the Play representation, of the Divine Being,
who bears the name Jesus—was never again involved in
“dream teaching”!
There is no divine revelation!
Certainly none that come from one source and go to
another! There is but One Power! All that Is—Is Always
That!
Jesus, nor any other, “came” into the knowledge of
the Truth! All who Are Truth—and nothing exists that is
not Such—Eternally were and shall Forever remain the
Same!
No dreamer ever “becomes” the Son of God or God!
All that is Embodied as God—even the Boundless Eternal
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Bliss Kingdom—Always has been Embodied as Such! All
that Actually Is—Is Immutably That! There is no beyond
Actuality!
Nothing was ever or could ever be “revealed” or
begin to be known by or to anyone!
No dreamer ever became or returned to being God
by “realizing” Truth! Nothing ever did or could become or
begin to remember that it is God!
Dreamers can begin to translate any words
differently—all such remain dreamers still! There is no
one to ever begin to know who anyone really is—
themselves or another! All who Are never have forgotten
their Glorious State—and therefore, never encounter an
issue of needing to remember Such! Of a surety—none
are there who ever began to be identified as God!
No one ever began to know, see, or be the Father!
There is no son of God! God has no children! All
that Is—is the Everywhere Present Embodiment of All
that Is God! And God never thinks of being identified as
his and her Self! There is no option but that I AM
Immutably and Eternally Be—I AM! All that Truly Is—Is
fully and joyously—God!
There is no “lamb of God” and assuredly no “world
of sin” to be taken away!
Obviously—there are none who ever did or could
commence to know themselves as God! Reality God
Beings—behind each and every dream role—Always Are
God! Such have or could never forget that They Are That!
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Dream roles simply terminate and the entire essence of
the dream actor vanishes altogether from the Play
Screen—first in mind, then in body! Such is the unique
nature of the Grand Cosmic Play!
Not even the One ever has occasion to say—I Am
the Perfect Self! Such—It simply Always Is!
There are none in existence to achieve satisfaction
by commencing to identify as the Self! No part of the Self
is ever Such because It “became” Such or returned from a
far country after remembering It was That! There is no
forgetfulness, no far country, and none who wander
therein! All that Is—Is the Originless and Endless
Glorious Self!
There is no “when” for God Beings—which are the
sole Beings in existence—to commence accepting and
seeing themselves as That which They Immutably Are!
Never has there been nor ever could there be a time when
Such were not That!
A dreamer is a dreamer whether asleep dreaming
or awake! Dream identification remains in tact regardless
of the act of a dreamer shifting his or her belief from
dreamer identification to God identification! First stage
role termination or the total disappearance of dream
consciousness constitutes the only ending of dream
identification! All that could possibly remain is the Alone
One Identity as ever It Is!
There is no “relative” anything! The Infinite stands
Alone without a second or peer! The idea of “immunity” is
mute in the Sole Bliss Existence!
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The only place where dream drummers appear who
set themselves as “teachers” to entities who can never
hear or see, is obviously limited to the confines of that
which is called—The Great Cosmic Play!
Dream
drummers—not capable themselves of hearing and seeing
aught but what is of the unreality of dream—assay to lead
others! There is a dream term applicable to all such!
Namely, “blind leaders of the blind”! This too shall pass on
time!
Dreamers eventually come to have the sense that
they must all live as one! However, if dream entities lived
ten thousand life-times, never could this sense be
“realized” by the so-called “dream mind”! This Oneness
sense is the Natural State of Being which Always Is—just
the “other side” of that which is called the veil of dream!
But This State can never be achieved by any! For there are
none who are not Always This very State! There is no
actual “veil” between any beings!
Should a dreamer be persuaded to commence
identifying itself as Infinite Being—thus merely shifting its
human mind belief focus—the same fate remains—
namely, a dreamer still! Dreamers do not become God!
Dreamers disappear via role termination—hence, only
God remains as Always! All Are Immutably That! There is
only That for Infinite Mind to Be! For the Infinite Is All
and the All Is the Infinite!
Such is the sole option of a dream role! That is,
dreamers can only perceive “outside” the Kingdom! This
too shall pass—on time!
There is no one to be freed from any condition,
state, or place! Furthermore, there is no actual realm of
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finite mind, body, and world! Much less are there any in
need of letting such alone or denying and ignoring them!
There are none who do not Immutably abide as the Real
and Absolute! Besides Such—there is nothing! A socalled “finished kingdom” suggests a realm which began to
be or was incomplete at some point! No such place ever
did or could exist!
“God is none other than your Self.” Where only
would such an announcement be likely to be made and
heard? Obviously, nowhere other than within the illusion
of dream! There never was nor ever could be a “your” to
which such as this could be directed! Should this
announcement be embraced by a dreamer of finite
mind—such a one is likely to be found parading around
the dream world thinking in his or her mind and/or
reciting—“I Am That I Am”, imagining his or herself to be
God, while all the while remaining naught but a deluded
dreamer entangled within a so-called finite reality still! In
the final analysis, as long as so-called “human” mind
survives—just so long will the answerless inquiry be
made—“What is Truth?” But Truth cannot be applied to
the dream for the simple reason that there is nothing real
therein to make reception thereof! Truth never was or
could be “applied” to anything—period! For there is
nothing in existence outside of or apart from That which
Truth Immutably Is to which Such could be applied!
There is no revelation and none to receive such!
Certainly, there are none who are “eternal Self revelation”!
That is, to whom something becomes known that was not
previously so!
The mind as well as the heart of dreamers is
immutably blind to considerations pertaining to the
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Realm of the Real! Differentiation between such is but
dream play that can only generate spurious or erroneous
hopes among dreamers! This too shall pass on time!
There is no such thing as a being who spends
“occasional moments” in Light and illumination!
There are neither unillumined or illumined beings!
There is only Immutable Light! All that Is—Is Always
That!
Freedom, peace, harmony, etc., etc., is realized by
no one—past, present, or future!
All that Is—Is
Immutably That!
There are none to be set free! There are none to
accept a knowledge of the Truth! There is nothing in
existence other than Truth!
There are none to lose or awake out of a delusion
called human existence—nor to be carried away to a place
called heaven!
Nothing that is Real can “begin” to take place! All
that Is—Always Is! Nothing becomes Heaven or is
transported thereto! All that Heaven Is—and there is no
thing or place that Heaven is not—has Eternally been
Such and shall Immutably remain the Same! There is no
“outside” of Heaven!
Imagine if you will, how successful it would be for
one sitting in the show-house watching a film about a man
who is about to fall off a great precipice—and he decides
to yell out from his theatre seat to warn this screen man
from taking another step! Such silliness would be unlikely
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to occur even within the world of dream! Much less
would Beings of the Real be addressing as such in regard
to the Divine Play of Make-believe! In one way alone is all
apparent dream danger forever dissolved—Roletermination! All dream games are permanently over and
done with! That which has taught, healed, learned, or
been healed—instantly disappears and is never more to
be found! That is, finite mind has forever vanished!
Consciousness Ascension has transpired full and
complete! Divine Mind knows of no evil, ignorance, or
imperfection to be shunned educated or healed! Nor does
Such know ought of any so-called “good” or “perfection” to
be desired or gained! All that ever Is—Is Blissful
Perfection Absolute! All who Actually Are—are never
different from or other than That!
None ever were a finite self and therefore there are
none to experience a release from personal sense!
There is no revelation and none ever becoming
ready to receive such!
Only as one—in the dream—sits and watches a
movie wherein his world is portrayed as coming to a
tragic end by a nuclear blast or the like—may he be
nervously moved to exclaim: “I’m so glad that this
scenario isn’t true of my present world!” Such is the
precise sentiment of Beings of the Real regarding the
Great Cosmic Earth Drama! But with this glorious
exception! Here—resides the knowing that the Realm of
the Real can only Immutably remain that Bliss Kingdom
which It Eternally Is! Nothing has ever nor could ever
exist which could possibly present a threat to the Infinite
and Joyous stability of the Land of the Real!
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There are not—could never be, nor were there
ever—any living “outside” the Realm of the Real! There is
no “outside” Such! Such theme is merely portrayed in the
fictitious Drama called—The Great Cosmic Play!
Besides Truth—there is nothing! All that Really
Is—is Immutably That! There is no such thing as
“nothing”! Truth or God—is Every Where and Every Thing!
There are none in existence who are not Immutable
Truth! For certain—none are there to “take” Such and
make It their own!
Never are there any who ever did, can, or will,
“accept” God to be their True and Real Self! What silly
dream stuff! No part of what God Is ever did or could
forget That which It Eternally and Immutably Is!
Therefore, to imagine that there are beings, who, either
never were God—and can become Such by acceptance of
this notion—or any to remember they are really God—is
only dream absurdity! This too—shall utterly pass on
time!
There are none who ever did, can, or will,
experience Reality due to making a “true” identification
therewith! There is no “voluntary” shifting of destinies
within movies and no conscious capability therein to do
so! Role termination always happens on time according to
the pre-designed and pre-set Script Fact for every
performing artist! For apparent thousands of years
within the dream—dream drummers have been active
proclaiming that so-called human destinies can be altered
for the so-called “good” or “bad” by a simple action of the
dream will! Such is but dream folly, which too, shall pass
on time!
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None ever did or could find or become God by
forsaking the “intellect” and resorting to the medium of
their “heart”! God never did, could, or will—in any way,
shape, or form—turn away from Being God! All that
Actually Is—is That! Always! Therefore, there is no
returning to That from which none have ever left!
Immediate Truth Knowledge never began to come
or return to any being!
There are none who ever become the One Alone by
laying down a false belief! There are none who become
the Alone One—period!
There is never any “revelation” or something
unknown, which, at some point, is to become such! (Ref. A
Crystal Clarification—Deliverance, or unconditional
surrender, by Cosmic Script Fact—Not by Finite Mind
Act—page 21)
Dreamers do not “receive” Truth from other
dreamers! Dreamers do not “receive” Truth from the socalled “other side” of the veil of dream! Truth is not
received and there are none to receive Such! Truth Is That
which Reality Beings Always and Immutably Are!
As well is the concept of “accepting God as one’s
Self” to be added to the list of items to be unconditionally
discarded or surrendered! Upon unconditional surrender
no dream actor remains, in so far as a so-called human
mind is concerned! And therefore, there is no separate
mind or being left to “accept” anything—much less some
magical dualistic notion to cause itself to be unseparated
from one thing in order to be joined together with
something else! There is never “something else”! There is
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Only and Always the Inseparable and Indivisible One in
Glorious and Boundless Expression in, through and As All
that Is! Upon this wondrous stage-one ascension, Divine
Mind or Consciousness Alone is in evidence as ever It has
been! The body simply remains awaiting its unavoidable
and rapidly approaching ascension event—or the
complete termination of role activity within the context of
dream!
All are to role-terminate as did Jesus! Such cannot
fail!
There are none to apprehend or experience Reality
now or ever! There are Only Immutable Reality Beings!
When role termination transpires, there is nothing
left to “accept” anything! There is only God which
immutably remains ever the same! All that Is—is Always
That! Besides That there is nothing!
Only in the realm of the unreal is there talk about
“Reality” as something different or apart from the world of
dream! Beyond the Play of Dream—Reality just Is! No
discussion concerning It is There! The Fact is—there is
really no “beyond” anything!
Reality Is All! That is,
Reality Is Every Thing and Every Where! Besides Reality
nothing is!
Dreamers never did or will have any conception of
what “Perfect Consciousness” Is! And therefore, to be told
not to try to work up to It is incomprehensible! Beings
must be Real to Know! There is no actual unreal being!
There is no actual unreal anything!
There is nothing in existence that can be “made”
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Real! All that Is—is Immutable Reality Absolute!
There is no right, and for certain, there is no
contrasting wrong! There are Only the Pure God-Beings We
All Timelessly Are!
There never was nor will be any who did or could
attain Reality by their so-called unconditional surrender!
All there Is—is Always That!
The idea of “newness of Life” is nonexistent where
All Immutably Live!
There are not two worlds! There is simply a Divine
Movie going on—through which is portrayed an alternate
and entirely make-believe existence! Such is presented
for no reason other than Joyous Cosmic Entertainment!
None are there in existence with “closed eyes”! One
Eternal Seer Exists—namely, God! All that Truly Is—Is
Immutably and Eternally That!
None ever departed the Kingdom of The Real!
Therefore, the idea of returning to Such is but silly dream
stuff!
There are none who ever did or could give up the
false for the True! Play roles ended—the Real and True is
all that is left—unchanged as ever It Is!
These—sickness, pain, fear, and grief—do not
actually exist or remain anywhere! There are none to or
from whom such scenarios actually come and go! There is
naught but Timeless Wholeness and Blissful Perfection
Everywhere! All Beings Are Immutably That!
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Nothing is ever different in the Real!
Only
Boundless variety—all of which Immutable Bliss and
Harmony sweetly and eternally pervade!
Wholeness, Peace, Security, Bliss—as well as
Originless and Endless Life—never did or could cease from
being the Nature of All that Is!
Awake, Aware, Alive—from Eternity to all Eternity—
is All that Ever Is!
There is no world and certainly no people that will
“begin” to be noted and seen by someone else as entering
or being an Eternal Paradise! There are none in existence
needing or waiting to see the Realm of the Real as their
true Reality World! Besides the Realm of the Real and the
Radiant Beings who constitute Such—there is nothing—no
existence!
There are no beings in existence save those who
Immutably and Joyously reside in the Glorious Kingdom of
Bliss which They Eternally Truly Are!
There are none who ever did or could actually come
from such a place where the likes of scenarios such as sin,
sinner, ageing, death, grief, separation, and suffering, etc.,
were seen! No such place or seer exists! Now or ever!
There is but one in existence to have “thought”—
namely, the One Infinite Mind by which the Great Cosmic
Dream was cast!
There is no such thing as an illumined being who
had—at one time—been otherwise!
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There is no such thing as an unreal dreamer within
the Cosmic Movie performing any action with the body or
thought with the mind by which such would “become”
conscious that he or she is God! When “thought”
disappears in the dream—the unreal thinker
simultaneously disappears! Such are not two!
Besides the Universal God-Self—there is no knower
and nothing else that is being! Such never did or will
begin to be known by any—nor could any exist who did,
could, or will forget that They Are That!
So-called Realization of Truth is not merely
impossible by the “mind” of a dreamer but is as well an
impossibility of being accomplished by the so-called
“heart” of the same! There is no “realization” and no
“realizer”! There is Only That which Immutably Is Real!
There is no one who ever was, or could be unawake
to the Reality of the Self! There is no revelation and there
is no realization! There is Only That which Unalterably Is!
All that Is—is Always and Joyously That!
There are none who did ever or could ever change
from being identified as a so-called human finite self to
being identified as the Universal Divine Self! Most
assuredly—no part of God ever did or could become
unreal that such would necessitate finding its way back to
Reality! There is no actual “unreal”! Reality Alone Is!
There is no awakening and there is no
resurrection—for there are none asleep or dead! There is
only the termination of dream roles in the Drama of Makebelieve! None are there who ever began to open their
vision to see and to know their True Divine Identity!
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The Fact of Infinite Joyous Being was never lost to
any! Such is an utter impossibility!
Dreamers can only come to the termination of their
roles which is synonymous with the ending or irreversible
disappearance of the Play acting self!
There is no system of thought that leads to the Sole
Immutable Life and Reality! Assuredly—there are none to
experience or receive such! All that Is—is Eternally and
Unchangeably That!
There are none to ever commence to identify
themselves as the Reality of the Indivisible Whole and
thus awake to find the belief in “otherness” to be gone! To
shift belief from one focal point once—or ten million
times—is mere dream folly accomplishing nothing more
for those who dream than a fleeting erroneous hope that
the illusion of dream will lose its hold! All hopes, all
beliefs, all grief, all pain, all suffering, all fear of death,
permanently vanish only when he or she who perceives
such vanishes via the termination of the dream role! All
that lies beyond—is That which All who Truly Exist Always
Are! Obviously, there is no actual “beyond” anything!
Infinite Beings never—not even for a single
moment—did or could be anything other than the
Immutable Glorious Bliss They Infinitely Are!
There are none to ever “change” from being “false”
to being “True”—unreal to being Real—a human with a
finite mind, body, and existence, to Infinite Mind, Body,
and World!
There are none who ever did, can, or will
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commence to experience freedom as a result of getting the
ego-sense annihilated! The idea of freedom is stripped of
all meaning in the light of the Universal Fact that there is
no opposing factor or condition thereto! All who Are
Boundless Universal Bliss—have forever been and shall
Eternally remain as Such! There are none who ever
actually get or become free from anything!
Solar (sun) light never sees darkness anywhere that
it may abolish such! Similarly, the Self never saw or knew
any fear that It may end such!
Dreamers will ever experience illusion in spite of
ten thousand dream drummers assaying to convince them
otherwise! Illusion ends at role termination alone!
If dreamers eventually find themselves tending or
acquiring a mind to quit teachers, books, and religious
institutions (and assuredly every dreamer approaching
role termination will come to experience such), this is not
indicative of spirit-awakening! There is no such thing as
spirit-awakening!
There is merely the process of
disillusionment with unreality, which is always proceeding
on time according to the Divine Play Script! However,
such development is most assuredly paving the way for
role termination—both in the individual sense—and in
masse or collectively at the Movie's End! And of a
surety—fully disillusioned dreamers never did or could
turn into God! Nothing ever turns into or becomes God!
That which God Is—and there is nothing God is not—is
Immutably and Eternally That! Upon role-termination the
dream mind and then the body are irreversibly
dissolved—just like the mist at the rising of the sun!
Hence, nothing is left to become or turn into anything!
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There are none who ever did or could “awaken”
from the illusion or unreality of dream! All Divine Reality
Beings behind each and every proxy role—never did or
could actually go to sleep as such!
There are none who ever—having tasted of
illusion—turn around and begin to taste of Reality! Roles
ending—Reality remains as ever the Abode and Nature of
All that Actually Is! This All is the Immutable All! Besides
Such there never was or could be anything!
There is no forgiveness and certainly none who do
forgive—nor are there any in need of such! All there Is—Is
Infinite Purity, Loving Harmony, and Blissful Perfection
Absolute—Now and Forever!
There are no personal or erring finite beings!
Therefore, the concept of forgiveness is mute in the Sole
Reality which Is!
There are none who began or resumed being the
Father after they became so-called “illumined”! None
exist who ever did or could go from being identified as a
dream self to being identified as the Universal God-Self!
There are none who ever did or will experience
illumination! The Immortal Self/Light Exists Alone!
All—no exceptions—teachers, healers, pupils, and
patience—do rapidly and automatically progress towards
their appointment with role termination on time! What a
Glorious Cosmic Movie!
No dreamer awakes as God! Cosmic Movie actors
do not awake! Such are not real enough to even be asleep!
Illusion roles end on time and the so-called people and
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world of make-believe are no more! Only That which
actually Is remains as ever It has been! All who Truly
Are—are That! If you—as a dreamer are hoping and
wishing to some day have Eternal Life and abide in the
Everlasting Kingdom of Bliss—fret not—for the actual
Divine Being behind and represented only in symbol by
the dream-you—is always in and does Immutably
Constitute The Kingdom of Bliss Absolute! The Only True
and Real You is never other than That! There is no “future”
some-day bliss to ever arrive for the unreal you of dream!
In the Perfect or Only State of Being—so-called sins
of relativity never cease to exist because they never began
to exist in the first place!
There never was an unfinished kingdom!
abide as the Self who got delivered from illusion!

None

No one ever begins to love and be the Self! The Self
Alone Eternally Is! Such Is Immutable Love! Besides the
Love-Self—there is nothing!
No one ever did or could exist who could arise out
of illusion to comprehend and enter Reality!
All that Is—Is God! Always! Therefore, there could
never be in existence one who has “found” God! No part
of what God Is was or ever could be lost to Itself!
None are there, nor have there ever been, nor will
there ever be any who “begin” to comprehend the
Language of the Real! All that Actually Is—is That!
Immutably!
None are there, nor could there ever be any who
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are admitted into the Celestial Bliss World! All that Is—is
Always There and Is Always That! There is naught in
existence that is not Immutably That!
There never was or could be any such thing as “selfillumination”! There is nothing other than the Self which
Is Always Immutable Light!
The Divine never did or could know ought but to Be
Its Originless and Endless Self!
None are there in existence that have been
forgiven! Naught exists to forgive nor any who could offer
such!
“Bliss is Natural, Celestial, Sublime”! Such is what
the All Immutably Is! There are none by whom such a
statement of fact is sought after or acquired!
There are no dreamers who are capable of
knowing, let alone seeing the Absolute Reality behind the
dream veil! And certainly God—or Infinite Mind—knows
of no people living an unreal life to which is to be
projected their so-called “real identity”!
All such dream scenarios—namely, the extending of
so-called “guilt trips” to others or receiving such to one's
self—can only permanently end at role termination! All
futile efforts and apparent sufferings end only with the
irreversible disappearance of those who perceive them!
To endlessly attempt to find the so-called “way of
forgiveness” as well the way to so-called “personal and
world peace”—is the nature of the dream and all who
therein dream—until role termination do they part!
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Dreamers have no other option but to perceive
themselves, as well as all others, as finite beings until role
termination is accomplished! And assuredly, there is no
after-life or new existence on a so-called “other side” of a
dream veil, where such begin to perceive differently! Role
termination is simply the end of the line for the unreal
existence scenario portrayed on the Cosmic Screen!
Reality
uninterrupted—Eternally
and
Immutably
continues to exist as the Glorious All without a second!
Dreamers never—even in a million so-called lifetimes—come to “see” Spiritually! This is to say plainly,
that dreamers never were designed to “become” or
“awaken” as God! That is, unreality was never intended to
become Reality! Most certainly it is God or Infinite Being
that is poised or situated behind all role-playing in the
Drama Divine! There is nothing but God! However, all
such is merely transpiring in an unreal or proxy sort of
way! Obviously, it is the joyous on-going nature of GodBeings to understand clearly that so-called men, women,
and animals, or aught else for that matter, are not—in any
way shape or form—actually being harmed, exploited, or
killed within the Cosmic Earth Movie! Such is merely the
unreal appearance of things upon the Cosmic Stage!
Nothing is real or actual that is portrayed in the illusion of
dream! Clearly, make-believe entities are neither born
nor have ending of existence! Assuredly—there is no
actual unreality anywhere! Such is simply the way of the
Grand Divine Play!
There is no actual being in existence who has or
could ever do such a thing as cross out their personal or
finite sense by abandoning it, and thereby begin to see
and enter that Realm wherein no apparent sickness, sin,
or death exists! All that the Realm of the Real Is—is what
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It Immutably has been and shall Eternally remain! All who
Are—are Everlastingly That!
Never was there nor could there ever be an
alternate or imperfect universe! Hence, there is no such
thing as a so-called “new” heaven and earth!
There never was or could be a being who began to
see the World of Reality via crystal illumination! There is
no such thing as crystal illumination, nor any who become
enlightened thereby! The One Seer in expression as All
that Is—did, does, or could know of no time when It did
not Everlastingly See Truly! For the One to not Immutably
See Thus—is an utter impossibility!
There are not two worlds! There is naught but the
Realm of the Real! Infinite Being or Mind in expression as
All that Actually Is—does Immutably See the Real as the
Bliss and Timeless Perfection that Such Eternally Is!
The Truth about Ourselves is—by Us—always seen
and known! There is only and always the One Eternal
Seer! All that Is—Is Unchangeably That!
Divine Beings are only “in” the Cosmic Play in a
similar manner to which Julia Roberts is “on” the movie
screen when the actual Julia is simply sitting as a joyous
spectator in the theatre seat!
Of whom—in all the Boundless Universe can it be
said—that only in certain moments do such experience
themselves as They Really Are? Assuredly none! Certainly
such is never the case even within the illusion or unreality
of dream!
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And all the while—irrespective of so-called
moments of seeming inspiration—the dreamer remains
the dreamer still until irreversibly vanishing at role
termination!
All things are always comprehendable in the Land
of Spirit or the Realm of the Real! Besides This—there is
no place, nor comprehender!
So-called “dream miracles” otherwise termed
“demonstrations” very frequently cause one dreamer to
appear more holy than others—both, in his own eyes, and
in the eyes of so-called “others”! This too shall utterly
pass—even within the twinkling of an eye—at final
disillusionment!
In the dream there is much talk about the so-called
reality “beyond”! However, there is no reality beyond!
For there is nothing in existence for the Sole Reality to be
beyond! Such is alone a perception within the realm of
make-believe!
There are no beings that exist to reach any unity!
No unreal beings ever did or could move into unity where
such begin to see themselves as God!
Absolute Existence is All there Is! Such Existence is
dependent upon nothing for anything! Apart from the
Absolute simply nothing is—much less something upon
which It may depend! Such is unalterably Self-Existent!
None are there who ever did or could trade their
so-called finite individualism for the Infinite All as Unity!
The One is always and Immutably the One! Nothing
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exists that can become this One! All that Is—is Always
That!
A dreamer cannot get further away or closer to the
Actual and Only One! Dreamers are simply pre-designed
and so pre-destined to eventually progress to utter
disillusionment and termination of their roles and unreal
self on time! Henceforth, only the Light Being who never
descended remains—as ever It Is—in the stead of he or
she who has role terminated and so entirely disappeared!
No part of the One—apart from Which there is
nothing—ever did or could turn away from being Its
Glorious Eternal Self!
And therefore, the idea of
something returning to and becoming It—is mute!
It is an utter impossibility for any to be released
from the unreal by functioning as the All-Pure One!
“Spontaneous humility” is brought to and experienced by
no one!
There are none who ever did or could—in moments
of illumination—know themselves to be the One All—the
Unchanging Unity!
There are none who ever did or could go from
illusion to realizing Reality through so-called “spiritual
illumination”! There is no such thing as spiritual
illumination—nor any to receive such! Stage one roletermination in the Grand Cosmic Play is all about mind
replacement—not mind shifting or evolution! God Is the
Immutable One—always has been and forever will be! All
that Is—is Eternally That!
There are none who are not always in expression as
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Spirit Consciousness and therefore can never fail to
always see All the Things that It Is—As It Is!
The concept of Reality and Unity in the actual
Universe is never thought about or discussed! It simply
and Immutably Is All that Is! A so-called contrasting
opposite is non-existent!
There are none who ever hoped to experience the
Real and then began to experience It! Much less as a
result of a mental acceptance of such from the bogus
viewpoint of an illusion human mind!
Many are there in the illusion of dream that
continue to dance to the beat of blind teachers of the
blind! Such say they have simply commenced to be
identified as the One—yet remain still as finite phantom
entities within the realm of the unreal! Such non-sense
will cease only at role termination—not a moment before!
It is a Universal impossibility for any to “step into”
the Realm of the All! None could ever be outside This!
There is no outside This! Hence, none who are there!
There is no soul who begins suddenly to receive
Light from the Supreme! All that Is, Always Is the Light!
The Light and the so-called Supreme Are One! But words
like supreme are really insignificant dream verbiage!
There is no supreme anything that is in contrast to
something else! All there Is—is the Blissful Equality of
Infinity! All that Is—is Always That!
When, in the illusion of dream, all is let go—nothing
is accomplished! For the One who is always the One
Alone—made no change! Such Infinitely remains the
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Blissful One! Unalterably! Besides the One—there is no
existence! The only mind which perceives “change” has
now simply utterly vanished—on time!
God Is Infinite Cosmic Mind or Intelligence and is
always in Glorious Expression as the masculine and
feminine substance that comprises The All of Infinity!
Besides the All of Infinity—there is nothing! And
therefore That which God Is can never be reduced to that,
which, in the patriarchal realm of the unreal, is referred to
as “Him”!
There are none who look “outside” Cosmic Unity!
There is no outside of Such to which any can look! There
are none who Are the All of Unity who became or were
restored back to It by reaching for It from an illusion mind
and world! There is no actual illusion mind and world and
assuredly none who are such or live there! Cosmic Unity
is Immutably All that Is! There is no one or thing outside
of That!
None are there who ever did or could “enter” into
or become the All! All that Is—is the All! Always was the
All! And shall Eternally remain the All!
The search for Unity would only apparently
continue infinitely if so long the Cosmic Movie endured
without individual role endings!
Previous to the
presentation of the Movie Divine—as well as throughout
Its entire screen run until every last role therein has been
completed—Cosmic Unity was lost to none nor found by
any! Cosmic Harmony Always Is! All that Are—are not
other than or different from That!
There is nothing in existence that ever did or could
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depart from or achieve Unity! When “otherness” is put
away by the disappearing of the role playing dreamer—
nothing is left to become something else! All that Is—
Always and Immutably Is! Naught can be added thereto or
begin to be That, nor can any thing diminish therefrom or
cease from Being Such! A dream role has merely ended—
all things Real remain as Always They Are!
There are none who ever did or could commence to
call the Fact of Infinity into mind!
There is nothing in existence that ever did or will
come from “darkness” into the Light or something unreal
that becomes God! There is no such thing as darkness!
There is no such thing as unreal! There is nothing but God!
There are no beginnings or endings in the Only Reality!
There are no beginnings or endings anywhere!
None are there who can ever get ready to look for
and find Perfection! It is quite impossible that Perfection
be ever lost to any!
Truth knows of no one to make free! Much less to
convert and make over into Itself! Besides Truth—there
is nothing! Dream drummers have succeeded in one thing
alone—namely, in forming churches, groups, and
amassing large followings! All such is heavy illusion of
dream! This too is destined to utterly pass on time!
There are none to ever become pure in heart—
much less to thereby enter the Divine Immortal Kingdom
or become the One! There never was a time when the
Pure One was not!
It is utterly impossible for any to exist who live
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“outside” the Infinite Consciousness! There is no outside
Such Consciousness and certainly no existence there! All
that Is—Is Immutably That!
None are there or ever could be who can consider
the question: “Do I love my beloved Self sufficiently to be
this Self and no other?”! The Self Is Always the Self! There
is nothing “out there” to ever become something else!
There is no “out there”! Besides the Self there is nothing!
None could possibly exist who ever did or could go
around worried about and trying not to see evil in their
world!
There are none who ever changed the imperfection
that they saw in the past to seeing themselves in the
present as the Infinite Perfect One!
There is no knower who ever did not always know
God to be Its Beloved Self! Besides the Eternal Knower
there is nothing! The Knower always Is the Knower!
Impossible is it for any evil to exist—let alone be in Its
sight! None are there who live half in the unreality of
dream and half in a place called Heaven!
To purpose to one's self or to another that there is
no evil to behold nor any ignorant or ill to be taught or
healed, is ever an unacceptable proposition amongst
dreamers—both in mind and in heart!
Such is in
accordance with their scripted-role and therefore
constitutes their sole reality! Any who are persuaded
otherwise—remain dreamers still—but now are snagged
by the additional delusion that they are on some higher—
more exalted level of spiritual awareness than those who
have not yet embraced this idea or made such human
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mind shift! Such is the uniqueness of the illusion of
dream! This too shall utterly pass—precisely on time!
That which is True of Divine Mind can never be mimicked
by a so-called illusion finite mind within the realm of the
unreal! There is no such world or mimicker!
So-called “Gods” of the Old and New Testaments do
not nor have they ever existed! And none are there to
inquire after such!
There is no darkness to make into Light!
Impossible it is for Divine Consciousness to ever
separate from Itself! When seeming unpleasant dream
scenarios all vanish at role termination—there are no
eyes from which tears are wiped nor any surviving being
who transcends sorrow, crying, pain, suffering, and death!
Only the Joyous Bliss which Always Is—remains as ever It
Is!
None are there who ever did or will enter into
Reality! There is no so-called divine illumination to such
end! There is no divine illumination to any end! All that is
Real never did or could cease from Being Such!
Role termination clearly indicates that there is
nothing ever needing to be saved from anything!
However, such clarity in no wise begins for any at role
termination! For there is no “any” left to get clear on
anything! There is no being in existence which ever did or
could begin to be clear on anything! Reality Is Absolute
and Boundless Clarity Its Joyous Infinite Self! Besides
This—there is nothing! All who Truly Are—Are Eternally
and Changelessly That!
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Nothing could possibly “enter” the Perfect! There is
nothing outside Perfect either to get into Such or even to
seek entrance Therein!
Dream drummers are said to be the sole
perpetrators of all delusion! There is no bondage and
there is no freedom!
There is no partial illumination! There is no
illumination—period! Certain it is that there are none to
become illumined by either leaving off the dream method
of “striving” to attain or terminating their dream role!
Divine Mind Is Immutable Light and Knowledge! Besides
This—nothing is! Upon role termination there is nothing
remaining other than Divine Mind!
Even before role
termination there is nothing in existence other than the
Mind of Divinity!
There is no goal for any to reach called—flawless
freedom or all-victorious peace! Certainly there are none
to achieve such by altering the manner in which they
think, act, and live! There is Only Immutable Bliss!
There is no “perfect way”! There is no way out of
delusion and none to escape such! Movies simply play out
and come to their designed end! The Real Divine Beings
behind all actors or performing artists are always
elsewhere. Such constitute the Sole existing Perfection
and are entirely unaffected by and entirely removed from
their apparent role scenarios within the Cosmic Dream!
None exist who ever did or could become satisfied
in and with the Light Eternal!
Nothing exists that becomes the Light! There is
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nothing other than Light or God! All that Is—Is Immutably
That! Always!
Ascension Note
(A note regarding dream role termination—
otherwise termed Ascension)
It may be of interest to further consider roletermination within the Great Cosmic Play. As sited above,
such termination includes two stages. The first being the
dissolution of the so-called story-mind and the
replacement thereof by the Mind Divine.
Such is
invariably characterized by the absence of all teaching and
healing activity. For Divine Mind knows of nothing in
existence to be categorized as ignorance or imperfection.
The second is the utter disappearance of the earthstage body where, in a sense, such is said to be reabsorbed back into the Body Divine similarly as a shadow
entirely dissipates at the approach of light.
A so-called physical death and burial cannot
possibly be associated with role-termination upon the
Play-Stage Divine. That is, at the stage-one event the
dream body freezes entirely in regard to ageing and
deterioration. Stage two termination is a certainty soon to
occur wherever the stage-one event has transpired.

From Whence Cometh
Teachers of Dream?
Belief in free will is designed in the dream to birth socalled spiritual teachers all of which have an agenda.
What is the agenda? In the simplest language, it is to
admonish all dreamers to choose the so-called Light
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instead of the story—or, instead of a so-called better
dream in the illusion of material existence. In this way
teachers imagine to offer enlightenment to their students
of whom it is said that such are thus enabled to return to
the stage of dream or the Play of Humanity as the nonignorant and non-suffering Producer instead of the victim
within the story. Such erroneous scenario is by no means
in conflict with the Grand Story-line of the Glorious Divine
Play. But contrary to the fantastic imaginings of teachers
of dream, the objective of the Script Divine is never to
enlighten or evolve the so-called human mind via
instructional dogma, but rather to entirely eliminate such
via pre-determined role termination in the dream.
Obvious it is that the primary earmark of dream
teachers—who make such lofty claims for themselves and
their students—is that all such acknowledge and treat the
so-called imperfections and ignorance of the material
domain as though such were an actual reality. In this
endeavor said practitioner cannot avoid projecting the
hideous notion that he or she has evolved to a higher level
of spiritual awareness than that of their student/patient.
Thus all such are automatically disqualified for the very
role they assume. This too was Scripted in Eternity!
The ego or human mind of dream in its height of
arrogance would storm and overthrow Heaven if such
could be possible. Subtle to the very core is this apparent
tenacious menace of dream!
To the last, it will
demonstrate its frenzied determination to find a way to
alter the unalterable! What does this mean? Simply this:
the ego—particularly in the role of spiritual teacher,
prides itself on appearing so wise in the public eye as to
stand before the masses as one possessing the so-called
secret key to cutting all earth roles short from apparent
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suffering and pain by revealing the way to enlightenment.
Such have been certain to gain the undivided attention of
the distraught masses receiving not merely their hearty
praises, but more often than not, their many dollars as
well. All such has invariably proven to culminate in false
hopes that translate into increased pain via excruciating
disappointment!
Thus are the unassuming masses
apparently plundered and exploited by so-called spiritteachers of dream! Such is the sure path for the
disillusionment of all. And such is the unique way of the
Glorious Divine Play!
One is the way in which to exit the stage of dream and
the debilitating drama thereof—namely, via pre-designed
role termination as fixed in the Cosmic Play Script—all
ego designs and effort to the contrary! It is for this reason
that Spirit travelers are currently intuiting—as never
previously—the need to shun, like the plague, all exterior
instructional influences and resort entirely to the
guidance of the still small Voice within.
Of a surety, when Divine Mind (The Producer) is
present and interacts with Its Glorious Play of Dream,
never does Such recognize or acknowledge any ignorance
to instruct or imperfection to heal. The Perfection and
Harmony of All things, is the Sole and Constant
Projection/Emanation of all who consciously ascend and
thus re-enter in a sense, the Play of Dream. Such know
that there are none existing to choose the Light—for All
who Truly exist Are Eternally and Immutably That very
Thing.
Contrary to appearances within the dream, there is no
actual free will and therefore none to choose the Light
instead of the story. Films on the earth plane never
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feature such nor does the Movie Divine! All such proceed
with a fixed script in order to accomplish the unique story
being told. Hence, even though multiple apparent choices
are daily being made, none can make the so-called right or
the wrong choice! Dream teachers can only judge to the
contrary thus apparently perpetuating and inflaming
instead of eliminating the apparent guilt, ignorance, and
chaos, which constitutes the suffering of the world called
dream! Imagine if you can, one actor on the set informing
fellow performers that they have the complete freedom to
either follow their scripted role or to entirely deviate
therefrom. Such is unthinkable in the industry of film!
Parallel to nothing is the uniqueness of the incredible
Cosmic Play!
Certain it is that every detailed action and apparent
choice upon the Stage of Dream is in profound conformity
with the Pre-design of the Script Divine! Dream actors
never did nor ever will become or evolve into the Producer
of the Play. Unreal stage performers having entirely
disappeared firstly in mind then in body, all that remains
is the Glorious Cosmic Light Being behind each and every
actor/actress of dream—namely, the One Omnipresent
Consciousness or Infinite Producer of all Movies Divine in
Joyous manifestation as Ever It Is. Consequently, teachers
of dream cannot avoid roles categorized as blind leaders of
the blind! Such is the profound Way of the Great Divine
Play!
The Succinct Essence
of
Ascended Masters
The present intensive intuitional focus of many
perceiving themselves trapped within the duality of
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dream is as follows.
“Somehow I must entirely detach from all exterior socalled spirit influences, as such seem only to confound the
way to fully awaking out of the illusion of dream or
attaining the impending joyous mind and body ascension
events.
Forever, I must cease to make differentiation
between—student and teacher, sickness and health—and
between God and the so-called human race! It appears
essential now more than ever, that somehow I come to
perceive myself as always having constituted That Realm
where none are ever ignorant or diseased and where none
are ever born, age, suffer, or die. I sense on some
powerful level, that all Real Beings live only and always in
and as That Glorious Kingdom where Blissful Joyous
Perfection and Boundless Wholeness Reign Alone and
where All who really Are—are never other than or
different from That. Something deep inside me seems to
know that:
“The person seeing Perfection
is the Master.”
(Life And Teaching Of The Masters Of The Far East by Baird
T. Spalding (LTM) Vol. 6, pp62,63)
On some deep level the knowing is within me that All
beings Are and Forever have been Divine Masters.
“The Masters of the East never say anything less than
that America contains 130,000,000 Masters. That means
that everyone is a Master. That is, of course, true of the
whole world. It is world-wide to them. Every individual is a
Master. Even man’s limitation is proof to them of his
mastership for only a Master could make himself to
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appear that which he is not.” (LTM Vol. 4, p119)
“We make no comparisons, we see only the Christ or
God-quality in all at all times and in that way we are out of
your (human) vision. We see Perfection or have (and
always are) perfect vision.” (LTM Vol. 1, pp88,89)
“This is exactly the manner in which the Masters meet
every situation. ‘What appears (to so-called human or
finite mind) exists not at all,’ they say. They are not
hypnotized by the opinions held by the race (or so-called
human existence) nor conditions as they appear to the
race, for they know Reality. Their determination is in the
Realm of Facts and they traverse time and space just as
Columbus sailed across the edges of the earth. There were
no edges to the earth and there is no time or space to the
Master. They are all illusions just as the flat earth with its
edges was an illusion. (Ibid. Vol. 4, pp82,83)
“Hypnosis is the result of speaking from the human mind
with its imperfect concepts.” (LTM Vol. 4, p66)
“No one can change an illusion into a more perfect
illusion. (Hence, the quest by the human mind for a better
dream is futile). This has been tried, but always there will
be another imperfect illusion. In short, no matter how
many healings one may see or experience, there is always
going to be a need for further healing, so long as the
primary illusion persists. The primary illusion is that there
is something existing that is not God. The primary Fact is:
God Is All; All Is God. It is as simple as that.” (You Are The
Splendor, pp102,104, by Marie S. Watts)
“The term demonstration also implies duality. One may
demonstrate over a certain sickness, but he shall continue
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subject to other discords, and so be in need for further
healing; in fact, it will be a continuous program.
Identification with a mind of one’s own is the very source of
all tribulation! How vain the theory of man—that he can
heal the very things he himself has created out of darkness!
Man can treat sickness from now until doomsday, and never
can he bring sickness to an end.” (Greater Works p22, by
Lillian de Waters)
“Half truths have brought their measure of help in
sickness, sorrow and limitation; but none of them can
establish a personal mind free from fear or a body immune
to sickness.
“Why speculate about the healing of thoughts, the
changing of minds, the overcoming of conditions? Why
reason about healing or destroying anything? God remains
All there Is.” (Ibid. pp176,177 by Lillian de Waters)
“His (Jesus’) crucifixion symbolizes the death of the ego
(or the temporary human mind of the Play); his
resurrection, his identification as The One. After this was
accomplished, he did no more (teaching nor) healing
work—(for) he saw (as I AM always does apart from the
illusion portrayed in the Dream—) no one and nothing to
be changed.” (Ibid. p 61 by Lillian de Waters)
“Apart from the ego there is neither death nor birth
(nor a so-called material human existence to experience
such!) This vicious (apparent dream) circle of deaths and
rebirths is sustained only by the primary ignorance which is
the ego (of the Earth Play Divine). The ego itself is death,
because he (or it) is the negation of the Truth, which is Life.
He must not only be dethroned, but must be put to death,
for there is no safety so long as he survives.” Atomic Light by
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Lillian de Waters, pp75, 76.
“Death on the cross symbolizes the death of a mind and
thought which is not the One I AM. When personal mind
dies, then we live. Until then, one exists in darkness called
human existence. ‘To Live is Christ, and to die is gain.’ (Phil
1:21). To have Spiritual Light within ourselves is to Live as
the Real Self in Real Existence now. No wonder (the) man
(of dream) has never been able to demonstrate over the
death of the body. No mental work can boast of this
accomplishment. The (dream) body will continue to
(appear to) die until death itself dies. This death is the Way
to Life. Not the death of the body, but death of that in
oneself which keeps him from saying: ‘I AM the Truth! I AM
the Light! I AM the Perfect Self! I Live in Spiritual Existence
now!’” (Greatr Works, pp65,66 by Lillian de Waters)
“Jesus prophesied that a vision greater than healing the
sick, greater even than raising the dead, should sometime
descend upon us.
“Does not vision delivering cessation of sin and sickness
transcend vision of healing? And would not immunity from
death transcend raising the dead?” (Science Of Ascension,
p1 by Lillian de Waters)
“The Absolute or Christ Message reveals the Way to Life,
without death; to Heaven, without personal achievement; to
Health, without healing; and to Happiness, Harmony and
Peace, without practice of mental cause and effect. Spiritual
Perception of the Real convinces us that preparation of the
heart is the only prerequisite to fearless Freedom and
Spiritual Peace. This is the very reason why those trained in
metaphysics find the understanding of the Absolute so
difficult of comprehension —they know little or nothing of
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the heart. They have been taught that each has a mind of
his own, and that with this personal mind he can know the
Truth; he can heal thought, body and conditions, for himself
and for others.
“The Absolute is not concerned with minds that are not
real. The Absolute is the Truth Itself. It stands alone. It is the
One Mind, the only Intelligence there is of anyone.”
(Message of the Absolute—The Practice of Reality, by
Lillian de Waters)
“Those who call themselves human beings cannot find a
solution to their human problems.” (Atomic Light p135 by
Lillian de Waters)
“When one adopts the idea that he must bring Truth into
expression, he overlooks the fact that the Self is Mind and
Manifestation as One.
“The very word demonstration is thought of as the
practice of Truth over error; the use of Truth to heal
disease, sorrow or sin.
“One of the old sayings of the East is that ‘Satan is the
science of demonstration.’
“As a human being, one seeks and prays for the things
which are already his as Spiritual Being.” (Ibid. pp138,139
by Lillian de Waters)
The Global Consciousness Shift
The present day global consciousness shift is
preparing all remaining so-called human stage
performers—bar none—for mass ascension, or the final
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termination of all roles in the Great Drama of Earth.
Regardless of role nature, whether such appears atrocious
or heavenly, behind each is God! That is, behind each and
every role in the story-line of the Play, is poised a Cosmic
Light Being of Glorious Divinity but dimly shadowed forth
thereby.
Due to the non-actual nature of This Cosmic
Production, absolutely naught is really happening in
accordance with the appearances thereof. In other words,
there is no time, no birth, no death! There is no material
so-called three dimensional matrix period!
Plainly
speaking, all scripted scenarios and objects within the
Movie of Earth are unreal!
Presently, This Grand Production is in the closing
scenes of Its Final Act! Hence, all will role-terminate or
ascend on time! Naught remains save That Alone which
actually and Eternally Is! The Reality behind you, dear
reader, has always been and will forever and joyously
remain That Very Thing!
Celestial Bulletin—Date-line Cosmic Play:
Appearance has it that the more disillusioned and
thus detached from false living performing artists become,
the closer is a seeming simulation to what is assumed to
be the purity of God Being on the so-called other side of
the veil of Dream. However, this too is but an appearance
within the Play of Earth, none of which are the way things
Really Are. Indeed, this presents an interesting seeming
paradox. For as apparent awakening progresses, so does
the ego seem to step-up its cloaking factor more subtly
than ever, assimilating a cloned appearance of a so-called
godly humility. It is thus that the ego makes its last stand
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to survive. This accounts for the seeming ultimate
relentless struggle or dark-night of the soul that has been
entrapped by the usurping ego. Such is what all are said to
encounter at that point where the ego is finally and
irreversibly put off or dropped at role-termination stage
one.
Assuredly, the nature of this dream-imposter is
either to exalt itself above its fellows or tip the scale the
other direction and diminishing itself before the same.
Both constitute the distinctive earmarks of the grand
illusion of separation from the immutable equality of the
Eternal Whole. Truly, there is no actual awakening of a
so-called false-self of dream, and none who have or ever
will experience such.
In the final analysis—the sure signal to performing
screen-beings that their specific time has arrived for the
dissolution of the non-mind, is the fact that such find
themselves having entirely dismissed and detached from
every last notion that they can do ought to break loose
from the apparent iron-clad shell of dream! Of a certainty,
total disparagement invariably immediately precedes the
irreversible disappearance of the mind of dream.
However, this disparagement is by no means taking place
within the God Mind or Soul in the body called man, it is
transpiring alone in the little human mind or ego that has
impersonated the soul and played havoc upon the temple
throne. Without a question—it is always the darkest just
before the glorious dawn! But this is not to say that a
glorious dawn awaits the disintegrated ego of Dream!
Never could such be the case! The Reality Being or Divine
Mind back of all dream egos is That Radiant Light which
truly never sets nor dawns!
I AM has never gone to sleep in an illusion called
dream. There is only the dissipation of the mirage of
another besides the One Eternal Self. Such is the Joyous
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Reality behind all shadow entities that fictitiously roleplay upon the stage called earth. And such is the Way of
Our Glorious Divine Paly!
“To Love is to be God. Never will a lover’s chest feel any
sorrow. Never will a lover’s robe be touched by mortals.
Never will a lover’s body be found buried in the earth. To
Love is to be God.”
Rumi
“Since everything is but an apparition, perfect in
being what it is, having nothing to do with good or bad,
acceptance or rejection—you might as well burst out
laughing!”
Longchenpa
“There is no ignorance, and no end to ignorance. There is
no old age and death, and no end to old age and death.
There is no suffering, no cause of suffering, no end to
suffering, no path to follow. There is no attainment of
wisdom, and no wisdom to attain.” Heart Sutra
I Am That I Am
There is no thing or where
that I AM not!
—All Radiant Love—
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